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Golden Knights basketball team says 'Bring it on' to March Madness-in Sports

cen

Future

Cyber censors seek controls on infonnation superhighway
•

by SAMANTHA KATES
Staff writer

Censors would ban the following:

Everything from the HIV Web page to
Pearl Jam's lyrics will no longer be available on
the Internet if the government's new Communication Decency Act is enforced.
The Act also covers indecent words
known as the "George Carlin Seven."
The Communication Decency Act extends from chatting on newsgroups to browsing
Web sites. It could possibly even extend to
college campus E-mail.
The Cqmmunication Decency Act, or the
CDA, is currently not enforceable. However, a
legal case is pending in the Pennsylvania federal
court concerning the constitutionality of the
CDA. For now, the Justice Department will not
deal with the issue due to its vague wording.
The Communication Decency Act and
the Telecommunications Act will make certain
sites on the World Wide Web unavailable if the
content is deemed "indecent." More examples
of the sites that wilJ no longer be available range
from Renaissance art to the discussion of safe
sex. Also affected are Web pages containing
lyrics to popular songs and federally funded
resources such as the National Library of Medicine.
Supporters of the measure at the Christian
Coalition and opponents at the American Civil
Liberties Union both agree a ban on indecency
could affect almost all material of a sexual

ART
•The Sistine Chapel
• Michelangelo's David

MUSIC LYRICS
• Alanis Morissette
•Pearl Jam
• Smashing Pumpkins

LITERATURE
•The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
•The King James Bible
HEALTH
•The HIV Info Web
•Information on safe sex and STDs
SUPPORT GROUPS
• Discussion of Prozac
• Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation

nature, regardless of whether it has literary,
artistic, political or scientific value.
Such a restriction would have a major
impact on the culture of openness that has defined the Internet since government researchers
created it 25 years ago, according to Thomas
Del.oughry in an the article Banning 'Inde-

cency'.
"We (The Orlando Sentinel) are obviously concerned when the restraints on freedom of speech are involved," said Barry
Cooper, manager of The Orlando Sentinel
Online. "At the same time we want to create

an online environment that is inviting to both
children and adults. It's a balancing act. There
is the right to free speech, but we also need to
ensure the online environment is open and
friendly to everyone."
Jason Lee, UCF LEAD Scholars TechnologyCommitteeChairman,representsagrowing number of campus protestors.
He wrote, ''Pure hypocrisy. Congress
wants to ignore the Bill ofRights when it comes
to the Internet- a network that makes the true
meaning ofthe Bill ofRights actually ATTAINABLE!"

Bulletin boards, a popular Internet interaction among students, provide an open forum to
discuss issues.
The UCF Computer Services Department monitors the UCF bulletin boards and
occasionally admonishes students who use obscene language.
Censorship of E-mail should perhaps be
UCF students' biggest concern, since the majority of students and faculty often use their accounts to send and receive electronic mail.
And although there is currently no legislation in the United Stat:eS regarding E-mail, for
students like Andi Cowell, sending E-mail has
already been a problem.
Cowell, a doctoral student at UCF, received an E-mail message from a friend attending the Nottingham Trent University in the
United Kingdom. The message had been censored by the UK university and contained a
warning and threat of disciplinary action.
''When you send someone E-Mail, it
should be regarded with as much privacy as
postal mail," Marla Bernstein, 21, a health and
public affairs major said: "Ifl want to use fourletter words in my E-mail, it is my prerogative.
My mail should be between myself and the
recipient, not myself, the recipient and the federal government"
Rachel Auerbach, 21, agrees: "The
United States is based on freedom of speech.
If the government can regulate this, what will
be next?"

Becky Dedo named Miss UCF
by LINDA HUMPHREY
Contributing writer

The contestants in the 1996 Miss UCF
Scholarship Pageant and more than 500cheering fans spent A "Knight" in New Orleans,
Saturday at the Student Center Auditorium.
Becky Dedo, 20, became Miss UCF
1996 and walked away with the crown, a
renewed self-image and a determination to
make a difference in the lives ofothers around
her.
After receiving the crown from Heidi
Hyche Grubbs, Miss UCF 1995, Dedo, a
UCF junior majoring in public relations
and advertising, said she was surprised at
the outcome.
"I won first runner-up in last year's
Miss UCF Pageant, and I didn't want to
stop there. So I tried again, but I was shocked
to realJy win!" Dedo said.
According to Dedo, when she decided
to enter the Miss Orlando Pageant last month,
she began taking image classes which helped
her have more confidence in herselfand helped
her respond to a live interview.
Dedo' s extra effort apparently paid off
- she became third runner-up in the Miss
Orlando contest.
As Miss UCF I 996, she looks forward
to putting her platform, "Reclaim the Spirit of
Life," into action.
"When I was a young girl, I attended
church with an elderly man - Mr. O'Neal,"
Dedo said: "He would sit in the back in a
wheelchair. Sometimes he would give me a

ride. He loved to hear me sing, and I was really
touched. I think I decided then to work with
the elderly, to bring life back into their hearts."
Dedo plans to get actively involved
with Volunteer UCF and hopes to encourage
other students to visit nursing homes and
entertain the residents. She hopes to see a
surge of interest in the Adopt-A-Grandparent
program.
In addition to being a member of Alpha
Delta Pi Sorority, Dedo also serves as
cheerleading coach and choreographer at
Pinecastle Christian Academy.
According to Dedo, the three most important things in her life are God, family and
friends and education.
Among the many awards Dedo will
receive is a $1,000 cash scholarship.
First runner-up is Kelli Meierhenry;
second runner-up is Christina Benyola. Other
participants include: Maria Mercedes
Rodriguez, Georgina. Bracone, Stephanie
Langston, Katie Riney, Tanya Li, Mary Anne
Page and Amy Baker.
Baker, 20, an elementary education
major, said: "This is the first time I have ever
performed. It gave me confidence and was a
lot of fun. I would recommend the experience
to anyone."
Another contestant, Laura Templeton,
dropped out of the contest after winning Miss
Sumter County on Friday.
Jennifer Alvarez, a UCF senior who
was a former Miss UCF and is now the
reigning Miss Orlando, served as mistress of
ceremonies.
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Becky Dedo accepts congratulatory wishes from other contestants after
being crowned Miss UCF 1996. Dedo earned $1,000 in scholarship funds.
News
Opinion
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ATTENTION UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA STUDENTS:
Are you going to Daytona Beach for Spring Break?
If so, we'd like to provide you with job search help and interview opportunities at:
•

THE 2ND ANNUAL DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK

CAREERS '96 JOB FAIR.

March 14th & 15th - 12:00 noon - 4:30PM
The Holiday Inn - Sunspree Resort - 600 North Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach, FL
A partial list of some of the employers you'll meet who collectively have
over 500 total job openings:
Andersen Consulting
Boston Whaler
CIGNA
Coronado Paint Company
E&J Gallo Winery
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Envoy Corporation
GTE
General Electric
Hudson Tool & Die
Jiloty Communications Inc.
John Crane Belfab
Kids "R" Us
M&MMars
Northwestern Mutual Life
Olde Discount Stockbrokers
Premier Industrial Corporation
Rand McNally Company
Terminix Corporation
U.S. Airforce Civilian Personnel Management Center
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service
U.S. Marines
U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Secret Service
If you would like to attend Careers '96 Daytona, Beach, fax your resume by March 11th to:

•

•

•"\

(203) 239-3472 -Attn: Susan Lynn Bailey. We will contact ~tudents by phone and go over all the details.
There is no charge to attend!!
Dress Ccxle: Very Casual Help spread the word!
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THE GREEK OOLUMN

Greeks' hopes for unity falls short
up trash (including items such as dime bags,
narcotics paraphernalia andcontaminatedcontracepti ves) in a downtown Orlando neighborhood. Other teams were assigned to feed
the homeless or rake leaves in a nearby park.
A better idea might be to assign the same task
for each group at different locations throughout the city.
On a more positive note, many members
of the Greek Community praised the Karaoke
eventheldat the Wild Pizza "Karaoke promoted
fellowship among Greeks withoiltinviting competition, since no points were given for participation or performances," Greek member Liz
Sansone said.
·
The idea of teams is alsg favored. Many
feel team affiliation, rather than individual
participation, further encourages fellowship.
Brandi Kesterson, team Omicron's chairman,
reported that the group effort helped reduce
the stress of Greek Week.
Also, it made Greek Sing go by more
quickly because there were fewer skits. People
were more likely to watch the entire show rather
than just their organization's skit
The efforts of the Greek Week committee
were appreciated. The attempts to make Greek
Week more unified and less competitive deserved applause. But, like they say, ''there's
always room for improvement"
Using the listed suggestions, and numerous others not listed in this article, we can
improve Greek Week and put the finishing
touches on a realistically unified Week.
Congratulations to the first, second and
third place winners: Omega (Sigma Chi, Pi
BetaPhiandKappaSigma); ETA(SigmaPhi
Epsilon, Delta Gamma and Acacia); Nu
(Lambda Chi Alpha, Zeta Tau Alpha, Delta
Tau Delta), respectively.

by LESLIE ADAMS
Greek columnist

Last week, UCF Greeks gathered for
the annual Greek Week events. The theme
idea this year, Greek Renaissance: A New
Beginning, was expected to reduce competition and promote community service· and
Greek unity. The general theme, however,
did not prove to be too effective.
Competitive games, such as tug-ofwar and dizzy bat, stillinvited competition
and division. For example, some organizations sided with other organizations to encourage the defeat of a rival group. How does
this promote unity? It doesn't, so perhaps the
whole point system and the idea of a winning
team, which entices this competitive drive,
might be eliminated.
Community service is another area of
concern. The rules state 30 members of a
team must be present at all times in order to
receive community service points. (A team
consists of a large fraternity, a sorority and a
small fraternity.)
While the rule requiring 30 members
seemed reasonable, some Greeks considered
the day and time of the event unreasonable.
(The event was held on Wednesday during
mio-term week, from 8 a.m.-1 p.m.)
Some members of the Greek community suggested in the future this event might
be held on a Saturday, when classes are not in
session and more members will be able to
attend.
In addition, some felt the different assignments given to the teams were unfair.
The philanthropic events, assigned by Keep
Orlando Beautiful, were considered unequal.
For example_,team ETA was assigned to pick
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UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO
6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE

275-2000 X 228

MBA & Ph.D. IN BUSINESS
•Large, ne'w Graduate School Campus
•Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•International Business Emphasis
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
•Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
•Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for
those who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
~

Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions
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March 7 & 8
Film's For Women's History
"Immigration, New Life, New Roles:
U.S. Women's History"
March 7 at 2:30 in BA 212
March 8at10:30and11:30 in ENG 187
and at 12:30 in BA 214

March 19
5:30p.m.
The Beijing Women's Conference
President's Dining Room

March20
12:30-1 :30p.m.
· Bluestocking Bag Lunch
"Southern Women Writers"
Board of Regents Room, ADM 3rd fir.

March 21
7:30p.m.
Panel Discussion
"Women in the Workplace"
Visual Arts Bldg. 105

March28
4:00p.m.
Play
"Sisters of Suffrage"
Visual Arts Auditorium

HALLENGE 2000 AWARD

-

/-- CASc11D:ES. ,..
( . A Full Service Florist

Women's History Month

0

COULD YOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION USE $200.00?
The Division of Student Affairs and the Office of Student
Activities know the value of student organizations whose
programs and activities _contribute to the overall University
· community. The University greatly benefits when student
organizations join together in a common goal.
The Challenge 2000 Program is designed to unite student
organizations in the common goal of creating our campus
environment of the future. This year's cQ.allenge for student
organizations is to utilize communication to enhance their
programs and activities . The organization that most
successfully utilizes these skills will receive the Challenge 2000
Award and $200.00!
Applications are available from the Office of Student Activities .
The application deadline is MARCH 8, 1996. For more
information please call 823-6471.

ARE VDU UP 10 THE C?HALLEN4E'
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was this charge for? I guess it is one
of those things in your lease you
never notice because you' re ALWAYS going to pay your rent on
time with a good check.
Arbour Village made me
pay with a bank check, which carried a $2 fee. In other words:
Paying the rent late and then

by MAUREEN TISDALE

on
•
spnng
breal\!
Bring us
your .
pictures!

Contributing writer

TOPIC OF THE DAY:
Bouncing Checks
or "Let's hear about some of
Maureen's most costly mistakes."
Bouncing checks - don't
even THINK.it's no big deal. Christmas bonuses at NationsBank and bouncingthecheckcostme$107.50!
And you have to look at the big
the UCF Credit Union were prob• Competitive Compensation Program
ably taken care of by the bounced picture, as well. The errors above cost
• Excellent Benefit Plan
check charges of my trusty room- me a combination of $181.50, which
I could have put towards credit cards.
• Training and Development
mate Jenn and myself.
• Regional Locations
As I mentioned in my last Because I dido' t, the $181.50 that did
• Equal Opportunity Employer
column, nearby banks charge from not get paid on those credit cards will
$25 to $28.50 per check fee for cost me about $32.67 this year in
Check with your campus placement
interest.
bounced checks.
office for further information
Altogether,
And that's just what
these mistakes cost
YOUR bank charges
me about $214.17.
you.
The person or
$214.17isalcompany you wrote
most a two-week
the check to may
paycheck for me.
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _... charge you what
$ 2 14 . 17
===:::;;.:;::..._.....;,:==::::;_ _.;:,~~;;;;.;;;:_:,..:;......;,;=;.::=~.:::==-=======::::;; THEIR.bankcharged
wouldcovermyperthem for processing
sonal rent, electricthe check, as well as
ity, phone and gas
other charges. They
bills for a month.
mayalsorefusetotake
Here
are
checks from you in
someshould-be-obthe future or insist on
vious tips for avoidmoney orders, which
ing this dilemma:
• • • • • • • • • • •
1) Balance
cost money to get.
EXAMPLE
your checkbook.
# 1: I bounced a check at Park Care, Don't count on duplicate checks. I got
the walk-in clinic. on University them,thenneverlookedatthecarbon
Boulevard. My bank charged me copies of my checks. Besides, carbon
$25; Park Care charged me $9 and copiesdon'tshow ATMorbankwithmademecomein and pay inca.Sh. In drawals or the monthly fee. I never
the future, they would let me die wrote down my checks until this year.
before they would treat me and acAs in 1996.
cept another check.
ImadethefatalmistakeofthinkEXAMPLE #2: I bounced a , inglknew"about"howmuchlhadin
check to MasterCard. The check was my account.
for $30, TWICE the minimum pay2)Neverspendmoneythatisn't
ment(ararityforme).MasterCardran in your account. Don't write checks
the check through again, but they and then pray they don't clear until
charged me $15 for bouncing it the your paycheck gets deposited.
first time.
3)Firstprioritywithrent:Make
My bank charge: $15.
suretheroommatewhoispayinggets
the others' checks early. Otherwise,
Payment: $30.
Bounced check charges: $45. you run the risk of the rent check
EXAMPLE #3: I bounced a clearing before your roommates'
check at Arbour Village, my apart- checks do. If necessary, pay the rent a
ment complex.
little later.My late fee: $20.Mycharges
IMPORTANT TIP HERE- for a bounced check (if it hadn't been
Don't EVER bounce a check at late): $86.50.
Arbour Village.
4) If you live in an apartment
I'd paid the check a day late, complex, find out if you and your
*The $1 Ocan be a discount on the purchase of a pair of new skates!
so I had a $20 fee in the first place. roommatescanpaybyseparatechecks.
Then the check bounced, so my Besides being less hassle, it protects
bank charged me $25. Arbour Vil- innocent parties from having to pay
lage charged me $20 for what their the bounced check fees.
bank charged them, as well as an
I am sure most of you are readditional $1 a day charge for every sponsible, cost-conscious students
day that the rent was unpaid. (They who are laughing condescendingly at
didn't contact me for 13 days.)
my stupidity. On the odd chance that
In addition to those charges, youaren't,DON'TFOOLAROUND
We
Trade, Sell, Consign Used & New Sporting Goods
they charged me 5 percent of the WITH BAD CHECKS!
original
check (rent plus $20 late
You can E-mail me at
7628 University Blvd • Goodings Plaza • Winter Park, Fl. 32792
fee), which came to $29.50. (What mbt41039@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
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Seeing in shades of gray
Pat Fox
Opinion
EDITOR
OWhendoes
opinion go too far?
I'm not sure it can. I'll be
honest and say there have been times
that I have edited articles of things
that! felt uncomfortable with. Typically, however, it has been on a few
words that I thought may be misinterpreted.Such was not the case in
the articles mentioned by Mr.
Hughes. They were both succinct
enough that I didn't worry about
misinterpretation.
As for the First Amendment,
and my understanding of it, these
articles in question didn 'teven come
close to the limits. Offensiveness is
not a criteria. Vulgarity or lewdness
is a criteria. Defamation or slander,
I think, by definition must have a
specific target. As for fighting words,
I doubt seriously that any opinion
column is capable of inciting a riot.
I was impressed by Mr.
Hughes ability, not only to 'see in
shades of grey,' but also to be able to
hold such conflicting viewpoints
with unerring passion. That is quite
a talent. Mr. Hughes is disturbed by
Dan Griffin's condemnation of bigotry to the point of being bigoted
toward racists. And yet, Mr. Hughes
demonstrates an equal, though more
time spanning grasp of polar opposites. I think we all do this.
Mr. Hughes begins by telling
thth h
t td
ti

.

tution in the armed forces. While I
understand what he means, realistically, our constitution has not needed
protection since the rumblings that
marked the beginning of the Civil
War. While !tend to share the opinion that slavery was not the main
issue of that war, the fact remains
that a group of states sought to overthrow the validity of that constitution in it's applicability to them.
Yes, they were traitors to the
American Flag and nation - they
betrayed the allegiance that they
had previously sworn to. Yes, the
American revolutionaries were traitors to English rule. The word "traitor" is not defined by whether or not
history will call them heroes.
I think what we all need to
think about here, is what exactly
defines us as Americans, what thing
is it that we believe in and align
with? Is it the principles of our nation that such so called patriots revere, or it is simply the physical
boundaries of where we Ii ve? I hope
it goes deeper than that, but ·as Mr.
Hughes demonstrates when he talks
pridefully of his ancestors who
fought for the Confederate States,
perhaps when push comes to shove
it really is the land we have ad~ed to
and call "home."
Perhaps we all talk big of
what we believe in, until, as Mr.
Maxwell suggests, our need to confonn overtakes us, reducing us to
the basics of "this is my house, you
'th
't"Ih .

Dear Editor,
I fully believe in the exercise
of the First Amendment of the US
Constitution. After all, I spent over
21 years in the uniform of the US
Air Force helping defend that constitution and all it represents. However, there is a limit to those freedoms, even in the academic environment such as the University of
Central Florida. Specifically, when
such speech can be classified as
"offensive," "fighting words" or
"defamatory," that limit has been
reached. Responsible opinions are
one matter, outright vindictive attacks on an entire sector of American society or the virtual denunciation of this country, however, goes
too far. Such is the case of at least
two of the opinion columns published in your paper recently.
In the January I Ith edition,
Mr.DanGriffinamplydemonstrates
that he is atleast the hate-filled bigot
that he makes such a point of accusing others of being. My ancestors
wore gray and fought for the Confederacy - their country - three
decades after immigrating from Ireland. They were not slave owners,
rather they were store owners and
civil and marine engineers. When
the.Confederate States of America
was formed, they served herin Confederate uniforms, as many of my

.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
·
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com

fensive to most Southerners as Mr.
Griffin's verbal trash.
I do not dispute that many
black Americans endured substantial civil abuses in this country, particularly in, but not limited to, the
South. However, to attack and demean the ancestry of any American
group to forward the cause of another ancestors have served in the otheris divisive and tome, criminal.
uniforms of the United States armed Many of us have worked diligently
forces. My confederate ancestors to defend and help unify this nation,
didn't fight for their country to pre- not rip it apart. Yes, Mr. Griffin
serve the "peculiar institution" of amply demonstrated that bigotry is
slavery-an unfortunate tragedy of an equal opportunity affliction.
Next there's the diatribe of
the Old South. The proverbial
"Cause," whatever that really was, Mr. Hogan in the January 30 edialso is not why they fought. Rather, tion. Not only does he continue the
they fought for their families, their attack on the Confederate battle flag,
land, their states and their nation, but he also targets the Stars and
the Confederate States of America. Stripes- the US flag. Again, while
Since a minority of Southerners had I fully support the First Amendanything to do with slavery, it is ment, I take particular affront to
absurd to say or imply that they this.
fought to defend it. To say that my
That this nation treated the
ancestors were traitors to their na- Native Americans dreadfully is untion, as Mr. Griffin states, is sheer disputed (in my opinion they are by
rubbish. Mr. Griffin's logic for this far the most oppressed people in our
traitor pronouncement would have American history). Even so, the
the United States as a nation of American flag, has flown over far
traitors to the English crown.
more good things in this world than
Then, there is his direct asso- bad. No nation is perfect, and ours is
ciation ofthe Confederate battle flag no exception. We as a nation adwith the KKK and the asinine Nazi dress our shortcomings, m*'e adflag analogy. Mr. Griffin fails to justments and proceed on. As one
take into account that many Catho- who has lived in, or traveled to
1lics, Jews, Cajuns and yes, even several foreign nations, I have never
black Southerners fought for the found an equal to the USA.
Confederacy. None of these people
In summary, while I firmly
fit the recruiting requirements for believe in the freedoms protected
KKK membership. The Confeder- by the First Amendment, the pubate battle flag was just that, a battle lishing of material like Mr. Griffin's
flag. That such racially-obsessed and Mr. Hogan's can only be degroups as the KKK or NAACP have fined as irresponsible, offensive and
sought to make the Confederate divisive. I ask that The Central
battle flag a banner for their own Florida Future exercise greater diliparticular brands of hatred is as of- gence in the future.

David Swartz, ·Jr.
I

a LittlE
Twist
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Ifyou have akeen eye, you've

probably noticed that close to 45
percent of the space in this paper is
taken up by advertisements for writers. I find this shocking. With a
quick calculation, I discovered that
approximately 165,000 UCF stu. dents are journalism majors.You all
should be lining up for writing experience, but instead, we must appeal to you. What's even more
shocking is that there are ads for
opinion columnists. It's hard for me
to believe there's a shortage ofopinion writers, because the primary skill
needed to have your own column is
this: be able to complain about practically everything. I'm surprised that
90 percent of you out there aren't
opinion columnists, because everywhere I go I overhear people complaining about petty things that no
one outside of the psychiatry profession cares about. As an example
of this, I'd like to go to a bustling
public place and transcribe the conversations of passerby's. But, this
would require me to go outside, so
I'd rather just make stuff up:
...then this moron cut right in
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fropt of me and I'm like, "Hey!
What's the deal?," so I said ...
... "The doctor's not available
right now." That's what the receptionist said. And she didn't say it
nice either; she said it really rudely,
like I should be waiting for them. I
can't believe...
...people complain aboutlittle
details in their life. I hate that. They
think I care about what bugs them,
you know? I would never tell anyone that I...
.. .farted right there at the dinner table. How disgusting can you
be? Ifl had done that when I was a
kid, my parents would have taken
me out back and ...
...eaten a whole handful of
grapes right there in the supermarket! I mean, one grape is fine, but
come on! That's worse than ...
... the guy stealing my parking
place. Can you believe that? I had
my blinker on, for God's sake! It
was my space! People like that
should be lined up and ...
... smeared with butter. .. on
both sides! Who butters a bagel like
that? I was always taught to lightly
butter one side and then ...

...answerthephone, ''Yello?"
Man, that's annoying. Every time
it's, "Yello?" Can't he answer the
phone like a normal person and say ...
..."We're out of stock on that
particular item." Then she didn't
even offer to give me a rain check. I
should have got her manager and ...
...spilled soda all over my new
shirt. Now I've got this stain that
looks remarkably like George
Washington's profile, but still, it's a
big stain in the middle of my ...
... microwave. It just blew up!
No one told me that I couldn't boil
water in a metal bowl. All of the
sudden sparks and flames started
shooting out of...
... Nancy Kerrigan's mouth.
Does she have an extra set of teeth,
or something? She reminds me of
that teethy shark in that Steven
Spielbergmovie... ''E.T." She should
go and see a...
...mechanic and he said I
needed a new transmission, back
seat, and my blinker clicks way too
loud. I think he's just trying to ...
...put the food in my bag and
squash the bread. How stupid is
that?! Everyone knows not to put a
frozen turkey on a loaf of bread. So
then he...
... gave me the wrong directions and i ended up way over in
Chinatown, and there's no place to
get burritos over there, so I ended
up ... et cetera. et cetera. et cetera
*Hey, look! The ORIGINAL
Interactive Columnist! Looking for
something to complain about? Visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-dbs05766
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Computer Services ignores SGA plea Marriage's name game
Miguel Torregrosa, the Student Government president, has an
IBM ThinkPad. The keyboard on
the unit died in early January. We
took the laptop over to the computer
store and dropped the unit off to be
repaired under warranty.
We called several times to
check the status of the laptop after
the second day.
This should have been plenty
time to repair the unit, considering
that IBM ships everything next-day
for warranty repairs. I left voicemail messages, one per day, for
three days before I finally spoke
with someone. She told me that she
had not received any voice-mail
messages. Perhaps their voice-mail
selectively deletes messages. I asked
for the status on the repair, and she
told me she would have to call me
back. She did not.
I
called
again the
next day.
I spoke
to the
same
woman.
This time she found the work order
right away and told me that nobody
had bothered to look at the laptop
yet - after six business days. She
told me that they were "backed up"
and didn't have the manpower to fix
it in a reasonable amount of time.
This makes sense, considering that
if you step into the shop area, you' re
likely to find someone spending their
day browsing the web on their
PowerM.ac.
Meanwhile, our SG President
needed to work on some documents
that were saved on the hard drive.
Fortunately, the ThinkPad machines
have removable hard drives, so we
could pick up the hard drive from
the broken laptop, and put it in another laptop to copy the files. Royce
Cannon, the Computer Store's service manager, told us he had finally
ordered the keyboard, but IBM had
back-ordered it to March 1. He said
he was going to send the laptop out
to someone else to get it repaired
under warranty, so he'd need the
hard drive back by Thursday, Feb.
8. We picked up the drive, copied
the data, and returned it by the deadline, we assumed that he would send

Steven Shackley
Disgruntled
Student
it out, as planned.
I called Computer Services
today (Feb. 14) to check and see if
the computer had been returned yet.
The help-desk lady told me (after
holding for twenty minutes) that
Royce Cannon had been on vacation for a week, was not back yet,
and the laptop had not been touched.
So, the laptop sits on a shelf,
in the back of the Computer Store's
repair room, untouched. Nobody in
the department seems to give a damn
about getting it serviced.
· Meanwhile, on another note,
I've been trying to set up a.network
in the SG offices. To do this, I need
one single Ethernet wire run from
Computer Services to SC room
155D. After that, we plan on doing
the rest of the cabling. The Student
GovemmentPresidentapproved the
request for installation on December 7, 1995, and I placed the work
order that day. It took several calls
to Computer Services (the same
woman I called about the laptop) to
get the work order entered into the
computer. She told me (on Jan. 19)
that a net technician would be contacting me shortly for infonnation
on exactly where in the office I
wanted the line dropped.
Well, I called back - many
times - asking for an installation
date: Each time she told me she
didn't know, and that she'd call the
technician and ask him to call me.
Finally, on Monday, February 12,
she gave me the technician's name
and phone number, Ken Bould at
extension 0032. I called him and left
a voice-mail, and another one on

was supposed to install it. When I
told him that it was an Ethernet drop
in SC l 55D and that I wanted an
installation date so I could plan my
work, he replied, "Well, that'll be
just
about

Dan Griffin
The Liberal
Media
million bucks he wouldn't give up
his name for yours! So, why would
you?
Tradition? That's a good excuse, but a poor reason. Segregation
used to be a tradition. So, why keep
this one when it is outdated and
serves no purpose?
What's that you say? Whose
name would the children get? Why
name for herself. She decides to get not both? Then, at the age of 18, the
married and what does she do? She child could choose to keep one or
replaces her name with her
the other. (After all, after a few
generations, a person could end up
husband's. Idon'tgetit.Mr. Rabold
didn't put in the hard work to get
with the name John BarringtonSmith- Hernandez- HoffmanGrace where she is today. So, why
does he get to slap his name on her?
Alexander- Mustafa- Green It's kind oflike when you take your Buchanan (well, probably not
dog to the vet and they put your last Buchanan!). Or perhaps you could
nameafterthedog'sname.lt'sdone divide it by gender. Male children
to show ownership. Could this be
could get their father's name and
female their mother's. Or the other
the same principle?
Then, I was watching an epiway around. Then, at the age of 18,
sode of Star Trek: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~he chi1d would

Will someone please explain
to me why when women get married they still replace their last name
with theirhusband's?l'matalostto
understand.
What got me started on this

,Jrne~~ f~~i~~If~f~i;~~
there
aren't
a n y

work
lines here already (odd, that's why I
wanted a line installed), and that
they "couldn't" install any because
the only line here is the Veterans
Affairs (odd, isn't that in the Student Center?), and that installation
of another line would require that
the University purchase another hub
(which is untrue for the installation
of one line).
TNG entitled "Sub
have the option of
Merriam Webster's Collegiate Rosa." In it Dr.
choosing either
Dictionary defines service as ''the Crusher attends the
parent's name as
work performed by one that serves." funeral ofhergrandtheir own.
Perhaps Computer Services has for- mother. Beverly
Or maybe it
gottenthisaspectoftheirjobs;perhaps speaks of the long
should be that men
must take their
they simply need to be reminded that lineofHoward(her
name)
wives' names as
their salaries are paid for by the stu- maiden
dents who they are so quick to ignore. women who have
their own? And
why not? After all,
Ihaveworkedsince 1991 inthe come before her. It
turnabout is fair
computer service industry, installing is established that
networks,repairingPC's(includeIBM each of t h e s e - - - - - - - - - - - s : l a y ! But do you
think most men tolaptops)andperformingcustomerser- women has kept the
vices. If Computer Services had to Howard name even though mar- day would agree to that? Oh, no.
compete in the "real world" for busi- riage. Beverly seems to take a lot of You ask just about any guy on camness, they'd be bankrupt within the pride in this. So, why, when she pus and he'd tell you to get bent.
Personally, I think that's it's
year. Their network is overloaded, marriedherhusbanddidshetakehis
name?
Will
this
nonsense
last
until
just
another
method of controlling
they regularly ignore paying customthe
24th
century?
women
and
keeping
them subserviers and they have an attitude of "it
Even
as
liberated
and
accoment
to
men.
Most
of
the dominant
~" can't be done." Perhaps
plished
as
our
first
lady
is,
she
has
religions
of
the
world
subscribe to
Tu_esday.~t'soddhowman~broken
/:>
a shakedown
v01ce-mail-boxes there are m Com{:!.l::::!L,,:::-:\ .,,.,.,.,.,,,,.,.
of the de- taken her husband's ownership putting this ownership status on
brand as well. Granted, at least women. Conservative Christians in
Hillary Rodham Clinton includes particular would freak at the idea of
her last name, but there's Clinton at a woman keeping her own name
the end to show Bill's ownership
aftermarriageorgivingthechildren
status. And why is Chelsea's last of such a marriage any name other
name Clinton and not Rodham?
than their father's. Of course, that's
Let's look at this from the
not a surprise.
average college woman's point of
So, can any of you women
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 view. You go to UCF for four years out there tell me why you would be
I (yeah, right, maybe six ... ) and work willing to give up your name for
' hard to get your bachelor's degree.
your husband's? I'd like to under··
Youmightevencontinueonandget stand why. And are there any guys
your master's. At some point, you out there not threatened by the idea
12. Even bald, Picard still has meet a man and fall in love. You get of a woman keepin'g her name after
better hair than Kirk.
married and you take his name.
marriage? Inquiring minds want to
13. His first officer doesn't
Your name isn't on your diknow.
play the harp.
ploma. His is. He didn't do all the
LOOK! An interactive col14. Vasch wasn't green.
hard work involved in getting your umnist! Send your responses, hate
15. He doesn't bleed when degree. You did. So why give up mail,etc.Dan.Griffin%309@satlin.
his first officer hits him in the face. your name for his? I'd bet you a oau.org
16. No matter how many
6. Patrick Stewart is still the fights he gets into, his shirt never
(This compilation is unfinrips.
ished ... if youhaveany suggestions, better Director ( Star Trek V? !)
17. Two words: love handles
7.
Three
words:
open
palm
send them to dhunj@mit.edu)
18. Kirk had to have aliens
strikes
1. Captain Picard doesn't
force
him
to kis~ Uhura even though
8.
Kirk
has
never
ever
been
have a vinyl recliner on his bridge.
she
had
been
wearing that leggy
2. His ship's computer close to Romulus let alone on it.
We appreciate all the email we've been
of their five year
outfit
for
every
day
9.
At
least
Picard's
first
offidoesn't look like it's part of the
getting. If you have submitted articles or
cer knows the words to Row Row mission.
Times Square Christmas Tree.
letters you have not yet seen, keep reading.
19. He came face to face with
Row Your Boat.
3. T.J. Hooker
10. Kirk never took on terror- Q. And was unimpressed.
4. Picard let some alien shoot
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
20. He has a bar on his ship.
him with an arrow at point blank ists by himself with nothing but a
articles. Submissions may be brought to ouroffices on disk, Faxed
21.Hedoesn' tallow Yeomans
saddle.
range just to prove a point.
to 823-9495, or E-mailed to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com.Or,
11. Picard would never let a with big hair on his bridge.
5. Picard took on three
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
22. The Klingons in the 24th
Norsicans bare handed, got stabbed peon like Decker countermand his
century aren't just bearded dudes.
phaser order.
through the heart and laughed.

Or maybe it
should be that

men must take
their wives'
names as
their Own?
And why not?

li i:J: !;!f !l

Picard is better than Kirk- 22 reasons why

ADMISSION ·EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
IN MARCH WITH COLLEGE l.D.
(not valid Lone Star show March 7th)
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Wet Thunder
Shirt Contest
win $300°0 cash
March 14, 21, 28
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LONE STAR
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I I 08 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida
ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

I/4 Mile south of East-West Expressway(toll road 408)
on "The Trail" in Downtown Orlando

For Information Call: (407) 843-2934
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Until Robots replace Humans
your plasma will always be needed

_,______ .. DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time wl1en giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

$6.95
Adult HC

throw the Ultimate

one coupon
per customer

15%0FF
ALL products
one coupon
per customer

~optional

available at Disney.
offer for groups of 10
•Net Ultimate Spring Break
info on the worldwide web at
www.disneyworld.com then click
on special events.

Cail

Suncrest Center
10071 University Blvd.
Orlandom FL 32817

679-6766
M-F 9-8 S 9-6 S 12-5

long hair extra
one coupon
per customer

COST CUTTEIS

L

----

( FAMILY HAIR CARE )

Disney Water Park ticket only $10.

.... or

---

40
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You're failing Physics. Your girlfriend dumped
you. Your self-esteem is way low. So you call
Grandma for some sympathy. She tells you to
"Stop whining and get a backbone." Ouch, talk
about tough love .
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Club Info·
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
Join The Student Veteran
Association.
For info Call 823-2707
Campus Action for Animals
meeting. Mon. March 11 from
3:30-4:30 pm in room 211 in S.C.

Classified

Put Your Handy Skills To Use
The Holiday inn UCF needs
persons with the following skiils:
Plumbing, painting, carpentry,
wall vinyl repair,and electrical.
Apply in person. Applications
avail. mthe front desk.
EOFJ Drug free work place.
A
GREAT PI.:ACE
To Work In 1996

Sprint/United Telephone a leader
in the telecommunications
industry, is now staffing for the
new year. Its TELECENTER,
located in Research Park, adjacent
Sherwood Forest irned occ. 312 212
to the UCF campus.
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929-440
Part-time/Full-time positions
available.
We are loooking for highly .
motivated candidates with
·excellent verbal skills and
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
computer literacy.
our cirqdars. For info call 301306-1207
SPRINT offers;
*Paid
fortune
500 sales training
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
work
schedules
*Flexible
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
*
$7
/hr.
plus
bonus
66051
*Opportunity for regular employ100 People Wanted: We pay you
ment
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call *Professional work environment
380-2549

For Rent

Help Wanted

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRINGTWO LOCATION~ AVAILStudents needed! Entry-level &
ABLE
career positions available world Maitland and Research Park, just
wide. Call Resort Employment
southofUCF
Services (206)971-3600 ext
R54181
For appointment call:
Sprint Employment
VALET PARKING POSITION
(407)661-0206
AVAILABLE
EOE
must have clean driving record
We Need Help Now!
great personality & customer
No Experience Needed.
service oriented
1,000-3,000 per month now being
Call Guest services management
made by our dealers for Personal
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
and up
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
EARN $500 or more weekly
894-0318
stuffing _envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
PROGRAMMER-Career
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
opportunity.
Full or Part-time. Cl
1779, Denham Springs, LA
C++,
Win
SDK,
OLE 2.0, GUI,
70727
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
exp. preferred Send resume
Work From Home pit, flt
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
$500-$1500
101, Winter Spgs, FL 32708
Call 672-4356
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CRUISE SHIPS IIlRING-

Earn up to $2,000+/month.
World travel. Seasonal & fulltime positions. No exp. necessary. For info. call 1-206-9713550 ext. C54184
Seeking entry-level, part-time
computer J'rogramrner. Strong
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo
Pascal preferred, but C or other
equivalent language is acceptable.
Experience with Lantastic a big
plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for
college schedule.
Call 896-1450.
Phone Reps.
Day or evening/weekend schedules. Don't let your education be
the only item on your resume.
Work for a Fortune 500 Company
and start building your career
today.
* $7 .00 Hr. base salary
* Paid training
* Paid Vacation
* Monthly Bonus
* Professional Environment
* Service Bonus
We are currently recruiting to fill
50 positions through the 18th of
March at our UCF/Research Park
facility. Call Arny at
NORRELL SERVICES
today for an immediate interview!
875-9675

KCO Inc.Typing $1.50 678-6735

For Sale
'&4 Honda Civic 3drl5 spd, ale
great condition. $990 384-6133
'91 Toyota Celica STX Black,
tint win, spoiler, ale, auto, 47k
mi. $8900 365-3823

•Guaranteed Results or $79.00 Fee Refunded
•No Requirements
• $6.6 Billion Unclaimed
Beat High College Costs
•Claim Yours Today
FREE CONSULTATION (904) 774-5071
Pager (904) 238-9235

I

.VACATION
»anott&
CLUB.

Services

lNTERNATlONAt

Leaving for the summer?
Apartment Hunters announces a
brand new sublet service Call for
details 282- 0980
Looking for a roommate? We
have place available immediately
in the UCF area. Call Apartment
Hunters 282-0980
Baily's special limited program
for students and residents. Call
Walter 297-8400.

FREE
Prepaid calling cards $.19 per/
min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
50 states+ Puerto Rico. Call
273-0780 for more info.

GRAND OPENING!
OUR NEW LAKE ELLENOR
STATE-OF-THE-ART
CALL CENTER
Has openings Part-Time and Evening
Opportunities In:

Reservations
Telemarketing
Package Sales

If you are looking for:
• Full-time pay with part
time hours up to $13 .l 2 to
start with
•Guaranteed Wages plus
Bonuses
• Benefit programs
• Management Opportunities
•A Career, Not a Job!

Call NOW (407) 888-9599!
EOEM/F/DN

Part-time can lead to Full-time
I'm lokking for 5 energetic &
athletic students to earn 62.50 an
hour. If you can work one day a
week and are not afraid of sales,
this business is for you.
Earn top dollar with the fastest
growing bank card processor in
America. Call on area retailers to
assist with p.o.s. accounts. EMG
(407)628-2700
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HOW TO CHOOSE
A MAJOR
Undecided Major?
Changing Major?
Learn the steps and essential
ingredients for choosing a major
from our academic advisors ...

WE FIND COLLEGE STIJDENTS FREE MONEY

Resume, term papers, reasonable
rates, efficient. SOS Secretarial
Svc. 339-3411 254 Wilshire
Blvd. Casselberry.

•Programs Scheduled twice
weekly
•Next scheduled Programs:
March 18, 4:00-5:00pm
March 21, 12:00-l:OOpm
Phillips Hall Room 206
•No Sign-up or registration
required
Academic Development & Retention
Enrollment & Academic Service
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_For Sale
_Singles

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
internet Sponsor of The Central Rorlda Future Web Page:
check it out at
http:/ /www.gdi.net/cff /cff.html

m•

of~:~~lowing'

_Services
_Tutors

Car

Poo~ -

_Autos
_Roommates

-

_Greek Co::_Club Info
_Help Wanted

~Per:.als -

- ,

_Lost & Found
_Other

Cash
Check
Amount$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues . and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty,.staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form
and payment to The Central Florida Future, 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, A.... 32817 Attn:
Classifieds, or fax fonn and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may aJso may be placed in person in our
offices, located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

l.1 _________________________ Na'!::_, address, and ph'!.::..e_!!equired): ·-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :.J
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UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO
6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 275-2000

X 228

MA.Ed. & ED.D. IN EDUCATION
• Large, New Graduate School Campus
• Oustanding Faculty
• Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
• Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
• Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for those
who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

IOo/o off

w/ Student l.D.
75 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown Orlando
407-83.9-0077
UNITY...
THEE HIPPEST
PLACE IN TOWN!

garbage delivers: dark, sweat and mascara
Number after number I dialed, trying to find someone I
could drag to the Garbage concert with me Sunday night at Renaissance. Not that I needed a
companion, but the night was
more exhilarating sharing it with
someone. I lured a faithful friend
into my trap and snagged him. No
turning back now.
The line outside the club
consisted of the usual night crawlers: the ravers, the college students, the young professional
twentysomethings, the art students and sweet, little old
grandma. Hippie chick, go grams!
The crowd packed in early
for the sold out show and, of
course, we waited. The buzz heard
through the smoky, eager crowd
was that The Rentals bailed. The
group The Elevator Drops leased
out their opening spot. Where do
they derive their names?
The suspense thickened
as we waited some more. Finally, the lights dimmed and
they made their presence
known. With painted whi.te
faces, mismatched thrift clothes
and blinking recJ lights on a
goggled man, The Drops mes-.
merized the crowd. A mosh pit
was formed in a split second.
The psychedelic, satanic
music transported me to another
world. I heard a whisper in the

photo/ALMO

Garbage, with lead singer Shirley Manson, played Sunday
to a sold out Renaissance, despite The Rentals bailing out.
crowd refer to the members as
Mascara Boy I and II and the joker.
Perfect description. To say the
least, the band rocked.
·
The night could not have
gotten darker but fortunately it _
did. Shirley Manson walked on
stage with her cat eyes and opened
with "Queer." Garbage played a
variety of slow, mellow song and
hard, rock tunes. Manson knew
her music and she enveloped herself with her sweet voice and dark
lyrics.

I went ballistic when she
sang the popular "I'm Happy
When It Rains." Sweat dripped
from my face as Manson
squirted water into the crowd.
Overall, Garbage delivered an
intense and thrilling show.
The Elevator Drops' futuristic sound mixed well with
Garbage's deep, rich lyrics concocting a delicious night on the
prowl.

•Jenny M.acDmvell

effects of marijuana on college students
by DJ BUDS
Special cannabis expert

College students who smoke marijuana daily have a harder time taking tests or remembering something
just explained to them, even if they haven't smoked the drug in 24 hours, according to a new study by non-using
hospital researchers. All they know is these students have a damn good weekend.
But whether their abilities are impaired simply from lingering effects of the drug or more seriously from
longer-lasting effects on brain function still is not clear to the "clean" researchers.
Two groups of college students (65 "heavy" users who smoke pot daily and 64 "light" users who smoke
two days a month) volunteered to undergo a battery of tests on their verbal abilities, attention and memory.
Researchers monitored the students for 24 hours before the study began to assure that none smoked the drug
during the testing period. These so-called pot researchers didn't say what the volunteers were reimbursed with
for providing their time. The going rate for a quarter-ounce of weed is about 30 bucks. So, knowing the minimum
wage is about $4.25, these "fried" volunteers put in a few hours- you do the math.
'The heavy users had more trouble paying attention," said Dr. Harrison G. Pope, chief of the biological
psychiatry laboratory at McLean Hospital, whose study recently appeared in the Journal of the American
Medical Association, but was meticulously left out of the March issue of High Times.
The heavy users, not inc1uding members of Cypress Hill who weren't approached for the study, repeated
mistakes in card sorting and showed reduced learning of word lists, said Pope.
''It's not so much that their memory was affected," he said. "It's that they couldn't pay attention to the
material well enough to register the information in the first place so that it could be repeated later."
The study, initiated by the founding members of the "Let Bill Inhale and Whitney Exhale," provides some
of the most conc1usive evidence yet that cognitive abilities are impaired more in heavy pot smokers than light
smokers, even after a day's abstinence of use.
Despite these findings, Dr. Dre is still gaining weight, Sen Dog of Cypress Hill has still left the group and
the question still remains as to what exactly causes the impairment. Unfortunately, Dre and Sen couldn't be
reached for comment. Both their publicists said they forgot about their interview.
Mr. Pope was all ears and lungs, however, high as ever and concluded, "It is remarkable that marijuana
has been consumed for thousands of years (he blabbered something about King Tut smokin' a fatty once), studied
for decades, yet we still don't know the answer to that fundamental question -"does it make your mind slow?"
• Colleen DeBaise contributed to this in-depth piece
O This public service announcement bas bean braugbt ta yau by Tba Ca11lral Fletlda
Fu late and Its savvy writers. We wish all al yau a super smaky safe spring break.
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

OPE

$179
$199
$239
ZURICH
$259
Fares are from Hiami . each waq based on aRT purchase.
LONDON
PRRIS
FRRNHFURT

Fares do not include ~deral taxes and passenger faciliNes charges.
which can total between $19.95 and $3L95. depending on ltle destinaNon. nor do theQ include departure charges paid d[ectlq to to foreign
governments. which can total between $3.00 and $60.00. Int IStudent
ID maq be required. Fares are suject to change. RestricNons applq.
Yalld for departures before 31 Harch 1996.

EuropassrramS210
[it.llllfijll Travel ~
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On Ille Web: http://www.ciee.org/cts/ctshome.htm

•

1-800-2-COUNCIL
[l-800-226-8624]

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low, Q which means mor~
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call l 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sM
"SlnnJarJ d PIJ(lrJ lr•mranrt Rnlin9Ana/1fJtJ, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, lnc.,lippcr-DirtclorJ 'Analytttai Dalo, 1995 (Quarterly). CRP.F certificates arc J1Stributc<l by TIAA-CREF InJividual and Institutional

Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1800..842-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

A Complete Exalll & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Cur:rcnt UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very• comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate ll'ith you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 /96

UCF TEAM DENTIST

\\'.lc:komr to East Orlando Dem:1l.
111 :me.I gl't

rd Iikc you to l ome

xqu;1intL·d '' itli ~our nt'\\' <.ll'nti:-.t (/JU/
SJ\'l' :1 fl'\\

do! br-..
George Yarko, 0.0.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthe11cs: Member:
Amer can Dental Assoc1at1on. Academy cl
General Dentistry. Academy for Sports Denhstry Florida
Donia I Assooation, Central D1slr ct Denial Assocration.
Grealer Orlando Dental Sooe!, EX1ensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
Al the comer of /fwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
It" oor oil ..-. p~a:y tltll thc poloml Jl1ll ;m~ olltrr pmon mp<YNl>I< llY f"'ynrnt fu, the n~hl lo rtfu"' lo f"'Y· end PJ)'lllCllL Ol Ix rc1ml>.Jr..\J l<Jr p:l)Oll.'fll

f<Y

oany uthcf ><OICC. Cl"""'1;1!JOO.

<• lr<>Ulltnt •hJ<h "offionnrd 3' >rNJh of :nJ •1llUD 7~ houf' ol Tr'>(lm\Ot 1AJ I.hr JthC1li""11<nt f<X thr frl'<. 01,UJUntnl fer. Of rnluuxJ fee -.Cl\ICC. C\olllllnalllYI. Ol IR:.rm:nl.
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Reg~l UC7 Cinema (277-1i54)
/

/
A

!

l

l

(FRI-SUN)

'LUeKY,: Enough

RoBERT DuVALL

:·.

"

United Artl$U

\,,

ehuckl~

Birdcage (R)
\,
\
1:30,4,7:15,9:45
,
Rumble in the Bronx (R) '\
1:20, 3:20,5:20,7:30,9:40
\

{ Ex::~.~~~5~~!~J}:l(R)

by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

~will

not sooo

\

forpL

Sneak Preview/ Sat. 7:45
Up Close and Personal (PG-13)
1:15,4,7,9:25
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG)
1,4,7,10
Happy Gilmore (PG-13)
11,.
1:30,3:30,5:30,7 :30,9:30
J
.
Muppet Treasure (G)
/
\

l

1,3:05,5:10,7:15

\\.

Mary

9~;gy

(R)

_,/'

d(: at Colonial Promenade (898-77,fJ7)
O:C at Fashion Square (896-2511)
AMI,: Fashion Village 8 (896-?ti88)
. \,JJniversity 8 (657-166\f.
ErtzJ.an Theater {644-4662)
Park .,h -.: '.J beatres (p.4·4~6000)
'""··:-.·...

..-..;.•:··

for a fwt t>how .

For FREE Movie Passes to see A Family Thing.
stop by The Future offices or call 823-8054 x2 7

~

~

When you think it can't
get any worse, someone comes
along to make your dreams come
true. Just like a bedtime story,
You Should Be So Lucky takes
care of its would-be hero by
treating him to a ball and a fairy
godmother, or in this case, godfather. There's only one problem. The day after the ball, the
godfather kicks the bucket. No
Disney character ever had to deal
with this!
Billed as a "Cinderella
story with belly laughs," You
Should Be So Lucky is currently
playing at the Acting Studio
Company, and while "belly
laughs" may be a bit of an over-

ine characters for a combination
of the outlandish, the silly and
the touching.
Jack Harrell is Mr.
Rosenberg, a generous fatherfigure to Chris but despised by
his own daughter. As Rosenberg
(with a perfect accent), Harrell
is knowledgeable about apartment plaster but too oblivious to
see Chris's evident homosexuality. "There's nothing effeminate about you!" he protests, as
Chris flings his hands. Harrell
does an excellent job of sharing,
not only Rosenberg's warmth,
but also his critical side. Still,
what we see most of the character is charming, paternal and real.
Rosenberg's repressed
protege, Chris, is played by Tom
Taylor with an appropriately

photo/ROSS

David Goldyn (far right) stars in Charles Busch's You
Should Be So Lucky, playing at the Acting Studio Co.

sarah jessica parker

eric schaeffer

ben stiller

elle m_acpherson

Ii LUCY i'LL

In acity wHh amillion love stories ... theirs was one of akind.

FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Tt.ursday March 7
8:00 PM
-

Regal University 6

Stop by and see the new
Tracker and Metro
on the
Student Cent~r Green

Pick up Passes at the
Student Center Main Desk

Courtesy of

Presented by

Roger Holler CMvr<>let

Campus Activities Board

GiT

To

KNOW

Gee
Geo Metro LSi CHpt

Geo Tracker LSi 7-Door 414 Conertiilt

statement, there are plenty of.
chuckles throughout.
Written by Charles Busch,
author of Psycho Beach Party
and VampireLesbiansofSodom,
this play centers on a frustrated
but young man named Christopher, who assists a middle-aged
gentleman as he collapses on
the street. After recovering, Mr.
Rosenberg is so touched by
Christopher's good deed and his
difficult life that he becomes not
only Chris's electrolysis client,
but also a mentor and friend.
After calling in some favo_rs to
send Chris to a charity ball,
Rosenberg dies in the electrolysis chair the following day. He
doesn'tgetaway, however, without one final treat for the young
man, having left him ten million
dollars. What Chris d'oesn' t
know is that Rosenberg's daughter will do anything to get the
money, and the old man's parting gift gets him into the fight of
his life.
Although the show drags
for the first few scenes, introducing quirky characters and
setting up the chain of events,
once it gets going it is essentially like most of its characters:
upbeat, campy and likeable.
Lucky has many over-the-top
lines and situations that are very
funny, and some that seem only
to have shock value, including a
line about being as wrinkled as
elderly genitalia. Still, its actors
serve up both the show's
cartoony caricatures and genu-

frustrated expression. Chris lives
out his life basically alone and
introverted until egged on by
Rosenberg, and Taylor is bland
when he should be and amusingly fiery when the time comes
(on the talk show circuit, for
instance.)
Other characters provide
great comic relief, including
Pam O'Bannon as the daughter
we love to hate. A cross between
Tammy Faye and Leona
Helmsley, O'Bannon's Lenore
is pure evil- fabulous. Allison
Taylor plays Chris's melodramatic sister full-tilt, with a deliciously fake British accent,
while Lynn Edinger, as talk show
host Wanda, alternates a no-nonsense attitude with perfectly lacquered sentimentality. Todd
Schuck rounds out the cast as
Walter, Chris's sometime-boyfriend sometime-press agent. Although he hardly lives up to
Rosenberg's description of a
"nice Jewish boy," Schuck is
very funny, the neurotic straight
man to much of the chaos around
him.
The ticky-tacky set creates just the right atmosphere
for this wild fling of a fairy tale,
and the music for the show is
eclectic and light-hearted. Although the production misses a
few details and occasionally
goes overboard, You Should Be
So Lucky definitely makes for a
fun evening.
For tickets or more information, call 425-2281.
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The Golden Knights are ready for their trip to Texas where they'll
face the nationally-ranked Rice Owls and the Houston Cougars
BASEBALL, from page 16

scored three runs. All six hits were
spread among six hitters.
"We need to continue winning our non-conference games
because it builds confidence,"
Bergman added. "It helps us settle
our lineup and rotation for the
conference schedule."
UCF now travels to Houston to face nationally ranked Rice
for one game before they battle
the Houston Cougars in a threegame weekend series.
The Golden Knights will
then return home du_ring spring
break and begin a nine-game home
stand that spans 10 days, beginning Tuesday, March 12, and ending Thursday, March 21.
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NBA basketball, take a back
seat. An NBA season that has
featured the return of Magic, an
unbelievable showing by the Bulls
and home domination by Orlando
still doesn't have the glitz to compete with the excitement created
by March Madness. Therefore, if
you're strictly an NBA-person,
you can hold off on reading this
column for the next month.
Let's get down to business.
First of al1, I want to hear no one
saying that the Golden Knights
are "the ugly duckling that crashed
the Big Dance." They're -not the
"uncouth uncle" who has come to
reap the benefits of his family, not
the mediocre thieves who have
robbed some poor, unfortunate
team of their NCAA berth.
UCF is a squad who has
shown heart and determination in
getting to the Dance. Last time I
checked, to be included in the
tourney, you need an invite. UCF
is the T AAC champion, therefore
they received an invite, therefore
no one is crashing anything! As
for the "impending doom" UCF
will face when they meet their top
seeded opponent, whoever they
may be (KENTUCKY), I say let
them play and decide the outcome
on the court, not on paper. After
all, this is a team who wasn't
supposed to make it this far; why
doubt them now?
If the Knights are penciled
in to play Kentucky, UCF' s faithful will not be able to watch their
team do battle at the 0-rena .. Although UCF can play at the 0rena without breaking any NCAA
mle, it's Kentucky who can't play
in the Southeast region, because
the regional final will be held at
their home court - Rupp Arena
in Lexington, KY. Because regional sites are pre-determined
years in advance, no one new what
a conflict this would be.
So, the bottom line is simple.
Unless Kentucky loses in the SEC
tournament (which they won't,
because the SEC is pathetic this
year), they'll be the top team in
the Dance. Since UCF has the
worst record of anyone invited
they'll be the bottom team, number 64, meaning UCF and Kentucky will play each other. That
also means they won't face each
other in the Southeast region,
which knocks Orlando and Indianapolis out of the picture. Sorry,
Eric.
Moving the teams out west
is probably out of the question as

well, since it's unlikely that the
selection committee will move the
top seed more than one region
flllolo/SOILEAU
over. Also, considering that T AAC
Tydus
Meadows,
of
Vanderbilt,
gets
~aught
in
·a
pickle
as
champion FIU was shipped out
Knights
first
baseman
Gregg
Pacitti
chases
him
down.
west last year, it's unlikely that
UCF will be headed to Tempe or
Albuquerque. That leaves the East
and Midwest regions as stomping
grounds. With UConn and UMass
also favored for top seeds now,
that hinders the possibility of Kentucky being eastbound, since the
All that prepping must have of success, as it was the varsity
by MARTA MORENO
committee would like some east~orked, because UCF took first in team locking up second with a
Contributing writer
ern boys in eastern lands.
every women's event, including timeof6:42.9. Second was a trend
That leaves the Midwest
It was a cold rainy morning the coveted Natalie Keuper Cup. for the men as both the novice
region as the most likely place the
at Canal 54 in Fellsmere, yet the
men and the novice men's four
Knights are headed to play KenUCF Crew team still arrived early
In the open event, UCF fin- captured the second spot.
tucky. First round sites in the Midto prep their boats for the first ished with a time of 7:20.3, while
west are Dallas and Milwaukee,
regatta - the Keuper Cup.
the JV boat also competed in this
Next Saturday, March 9, the
and with Dallas being a lot closer
The race is usually a dual event finishing third with a 7:52.3 Golden Kni£hts wi11 be competto Kentucky than Milwaukee, I
one between UCF and FIT, but time. In the lightweight, UCF took ing in the Metro Cup Regatta. The
would conclude that UCF will be
this year Barry University and first with a 7:47.2 time from their race will be held at Lake Mai ti and
in Big D come March 14th. I .
Embry Riddle entered as guest A-boat.
in Winter Park. See you there.
wouldn't say to go out and make
The men also had their share
your ..travel plans now, but it's ,--:.::...:.:.::.:~---~---'----=---========================;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
something to consider.
If UCF and Kentucky end
up playing, the Knights' coaching
staff will have to watch tapes of
two Wildcat teams, not one. The
Cats are so deep and so talented
that they could split their squad up
and land two teams in the Final
Four.

UCF women's crew team places first
and men take second in Keuper Cup

The Wildcats are so deadly
that they once scored 80 points on
LSU in one half. Walter McCarty,
Tony Delk, Mark Pope, Anthony
Epps, Antoine Walker, freshman
Ron Mercer, Derek Anderson
make up a dream team extraordinare. Is it conceivable that we'll
beat Kentucky? No. Can it happen? Sure, anything can happen.
Picture this: UCF with the
ball down three, seven seconds to
go. Half of Kentucky's squad has
fouled out, and they're still loaded.
Stacey Castle jitterbugs down the
court, shaking and baking past
Epps and Delk, dishes to Riggs,
who looks up with three ticks left
and whips it to Harry Kennedy.
Mercer tries to make up a heads up
play by fouling Kennedy and not
giving him a shot, but Kennedy is
too quick and throws it up while
getting mugged. The shot hits the
rim, bounces.straight up in the air,
nicking the shotclock, and falling
through, hitting nothing but nylon. Kennedy struts to the line and
knocks down the freebee. UCF
wins. Oh my! It's all conceivable,
because anything can happen during March Madness.
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Tim Riegert
edged in tight game against Vanderbilt

O A few bad calls
and too many walks
led to the Golden
Knights' 5-3 loss.
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

pboto/HUllT

UCF second baseman Bryan Bruce takes a fast ball up the
gut for a base hit. But, it's not the junior's bat that gets him
noticed, it's his perfect, 1.000, fielding percentage.

After a strong weekend series against Temple, UCF moved
up in the rankings. With a record
of 15-2 through Sunday, the
Knights were No. 21 in Collegiate
Baseball and No. 24 in Baseball
America and looking to continue
their dominance in non-conference play Monday against
Vanderbilt.
With lefty Tim Riegert
heading to the mound at 4-0, the
game looked like another victory
forUCF. TheKnightsjumpedout
to an early 2-0 lead in the second
inning when Gregg Pacitti and
Erik Johnson each provided RBI
singles. Johnson scored Pacitti
with yet another RBI single in the
fourth to give the Knights a 3-0
lead.
Everything was rolling
smoothly until the sixth when the
game began to slip away. After
one out, Riegert walked two consecutive batters then Josh Paul
plated one run with a single. Clin-

ton Johnston proceeded to follow
with a three-run homer to give the
Commodores their first lead at 43. V'!n~~bfJf. scor~d;one more in
the seventh~-and won 5-3.
The major complaint was
the umpires. Even the Vanderbilt
third base coach was ejected for
arguing.
"We expect good officiating," said coach Jay Bergman.
"When you get bad calls, it upsets
the flow of the game."
The loss will definitely hurt
their new national rankings, but
UCF must continue to dominate
their non-conference schedule as
they have all season long.
Last Wednesday, UCF beat
Bethune-Cookman for the second
time this season, 8-4. After
Saturday's game was rained out
versus Temple, the Knights were
forced to play a Sunday double
header against the Owls. UCF
swept both games, taking the
opener 15-3 and then blanking the
Owls 7-0 in the nightcap.
UCF struck early in the
opener, scoring four runs in the
first inning and never looking back
from there. After adding two runs
in the fourth, the Knights big inning came when they scored seven
in the sixth to blow the game wide
open.

Adam Johnson led the
Knights balanced attack by going
3-for-4 while driving in four runs
and scoring two. Erik Johnson,
Brad King and Thornton Davis all
chipped in with two hits apiece as
the Knights amassed 13 hits and
Temple committed five errors to
help UCF' & cause.
. Craig Cozart earned the victory after pitching five innings,
allowing only two runs on eight
hits. Mike Maroth gave three
strong innings of relief while striking out five, and Corky Beebe got
the final three outs for UCF.
The Knights scored early
again in the nightcap, putting two
on the board in the first. As UCF
continued to score a run here and
there, Brian Gomes was sending
the Temple batters back to the
dugout. Gomes pitched seven innings and allowed only five base
runners on three hits and two walks
while striking out two.
UCF' s offense was not so
dominant in the second game, but
it wasn't necessary. They only
earned six hits, but eight walks by
the Owls pitchers did most of the
damage.
Thornton Davis provided
two RBis while Andy Moser
see BASEBALL, page 15

Golden Knights say 'Bring on March Madness,' and Dick V"dale too

it• • •, _
KEN JACKSON
Ah,it'sMarchagain. Warmer
weather, spring break and the semester is almost over too.
But for us sportswriters, our
free time will be filled with ball
games and tournament brackets,
because Spring Training plus the
NCAA Tournament equals
MARCH MADNESS, BABY!!!!;
complete with Dick Vitale popping
blood vessels.
Before I get to baseball, the
game of my youth, let me say Get

your pearls and put on your high
heels, we going to Da Big Dance,
baby!
Unless you've been hibernating, you know that UCF's men's
basketball team qualified for the
round of 64 by beating Mercer on
Saturday in the T AAC final. So off
they go to represent our conference
to likely face Kentucky, UMass or
Connecticut in the first round
(Ughh).
With an 11-18 record.
What's your point?
Didn't we get into this last
year when Floridalntemational won
the TAAC with the same record and
a number eight seeding in the conference tourney? Well, FIUIUCF
- just got lucky and won three games

in a row at the right time. The regular season conference winner (this
year, Samford) should be in . FIU/

UCF doesn't deserve to be there.
Oh really.
Nobody expected UCF to
win. Isn't that why we watch sports
and root for teams? That whole
David and Goliath thing? Look, it's
all part of MARCH MADNESS;
winning in the post-season. Any
one team is capable of beating another on any given day. The rules
may be a little wacked, but that's the
way it is.
The Golden Knights proved
that they could rise to the occasion
better than any of the other T AAC
teams, so they "'re in and that's that.
No more whining and complaining.
That means you, John Brady (head
coach
of
Samford).
It's not like anyone expects us to
win the National Championship.
Going into a test of mettle with
UMass or Kentucky in the first round
will probably prevent that. But for
about two weeks, we get to dream
about it.
Now onto baseball. Does anybody (outside of Atlanta or Cleveland) still like baseball? With so
many free agents signing ludicrous
contracts during the off-season (and
still the lack of a labor agreement),
people still pish-posh the major
leaguers as an aftershock to the Strike
of '94-'95. I'm one of the guilty
ones.
Spring Training is new birth;

it provides hope for teams that didn't
do so well the prt:vious year. In
spring,youngrookiesandthenewlyrich free agents are on display. Some
fans will stay away, still frustrated
with the players. Then comes April,
thoughts of contracts are set aside.
Instead, managers and GMs concern themselves with the starting
lineup.
May rolls around, then the
dog days of June and July, and suddenly somebody's team is doing
well! They're in the lead or running
a close second! Maybe not your
team, but possibly your co-worker's
or your neighbor's. They wear their
team's hats to work, to the store.
Suddenly, August and September bringthePENNANTRACE.
They forget all about contracts and
negotiations. It's all about drama
now! Come on Glavine; mow down

them Cardinals today. We need a
win to stay in first place! Let's go
McGrijf, Justice, Klesko; we need
your bats to stay hot for the stretch
drive!
That's why we love baseball.
And we still will. It's our game, and
it's so simple. Three strikes, three
outs, nine innings, win two out of
three every series and you'll contend for the title. More importantly,
it's grown men that represent us
playing the game we played on the
back lots of our childhood, and wanting them to win it all, so we'll feel
like champions ourselves.
I'll never have that feeling,
likely most of you won't, either.
You know what they say, those who
can-do, and those who can't, write
about it.

